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THE WEAK BEHAVIOR OF SPHERICAL MEANS

CARLOS E. KENIG AND PETER A. TOMAS1

Abstract. C. Fefferman has shown that the disc multiplier is not bounded

on LprR"), n > \,p ¥= 2. In contrast, C. Herz showed that, when restricted

to Lp radial functions, it is bounded on LprR") if and only if 2n/(n + 1) <

p < 2n/(n — 1). We show that it is not weakly bounded for/» = 2n/(n + 1)

or/» = 2n/(n — 1).

Define the linear operator T on L2(R") by

ff(y)=if(y)   if|v|<i,
\0 if|v|>l.

We shall assume throughout the remainder of this paper that « > 1. Charles

Fefferman [1] has shown that T is not bounded on LP(R") for any p ^ 2. In

contrast, Herz [2] showed that if one is concerned only with Lp radial

functions, T is bounded on LP(R") if and only if 2«/(« + 1) <p < 2n/(n —

1). We shall establish the following result.

Theorem. T is not weakly bounded on Lp(Rn) radial functions for p = 2«/(«

+ 1).

The proof is quite simple. Following Herz, note first that if / is a radial

function on R",/is also radial, and

Jo        \rR\(n  2>'2

Therefore

#W - 7^71/0°° r"/2Kr)f0 J(n-2)/2{2-nsR )Jin_2)/2(2trrR )R dR dr.

Denote the inner integral by K(s, r). From Watson [3, p. 46], we see

(**/*(*))' = x%_x(x),       (x-%(x))' = -x~kJk + x(x).

Employing these in an integration by parts in the expression for K, we see

2ttK(s, r) = -Jin_2V2(2-ns)Jn/2(2mr) + 2tr- Ç Jn/2(2-nsR )Jn/2(2-TTrR )R dR.
r r jq

Noting the symmetry of K in r and s, we compute 2irK(s, r)(r/s — s/r), and
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obtain from this the result

2w      r°°y(n-2)/2(2wr)yn/2(2TO)

s'

Ott        roo   ,

2 2
s   — r

f(r)rn'2 dr

_     2tr      /•«   J(n-2)/2(2^s)Jn/2(2nr)

s(n-2)/lJ0 sL_rl M

= TJ(s) + TJ(s).

We shall let

/(') =
_  J(n-l)/lQ'nr)

rn/2
X(i,ß)(r)

for large ß, and shall evaluate Tf(s) for s > 2ß. On such functions, Tx is an

operator which is weakly bounded:

|/(,-2)/2(2w)|  rs/2 \Jn/iQ*r)\

s(n-2)/2 J0

Using the asymptotic relationships

2 \'/2

s2-r2
rf(r)r"/2 dr.

^-{iy^-f-îhiM r —» oo,

cr ,       r -» 0,

we see that

I r./(,)|< —
D/2

V2

í wo

•/n/2(2^)

„it/2

2n/(n-l) \(n-l)/2n

r"-1¿r l/ll2n/(/i+l)

Cll/ll2n/(n+l)

.(n+l)/2

Thus T) is weakly bounded at 2n/(n + 1), with respect to the measure

dp = r"~idr, and to prove the result it suffices to show T0 is not. But for the

given/, the asymptotics for the Bessel functions show that for s > 2ß,

\Jn/l(2™)\    fß,
'(«-2)/2V"""J|

s" — r"
\TJ(s)\ = c0

> c,

s(B-2>/2   Í Vc-)M2-)P^ dr

\J»/2J2™)\  fß\cos(2trr - tt(n - 3)/4)|2

sn'2      •'iI dr

> c,—'—-log/5.
2 5"/2

Therefore for ß large,

u{* > 2Ä| |r0/(,)| > «} > c^uj* > 2ß\c2^- > ÍC + ')/2}.

Choose« = (logß)/c4ß(n+W2; then

/i{í||7o/(í)|>a} >c3[CsPs"~lds,
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where c5 = (c2c4)2/(n+1) is chosen so that (c5" - 2")c3/n = 1. Thus, all in all,

tx{s\\T0f(s)\>a} >ß".

But if T0 is weakly bounded,

Rn  ;      (||TfM|N      \*       /ll/ll2B/(n+l)\2"/(" + 1)
ß   < r*(í|  Mo/(J)l >«) <ce\-I

This is a contradiction.

The same counterexample can be used to show that T is not weakly

bounded on LP(R") if p = 2n/(n - 1), by showing the adjoint of T is not

bounded from Lp'-X to Lp'.
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